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Abstract
As IC process geometries scale down to the nanometer territory, industry faces severe challenges of manufacturing
limitations. To guarantee high yield and reliability, routing
for manufacturability and reliability has played a pivotal role
in resolution and thus yield enhancement for the imperfect
manufacturing process. In this article, we introduce major
routing challenges arising from nanometer process, survey
key existing techniques for handling the challenges, and provide some future research directions in routing for manufacturability and reliability.
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I. Introduction
s the process geometries scale down to the nanometer territory, the IC industry faces severe
challenges in manufacturability and reliability.
Among these challenges, optical proximity correction
(OPC) and chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) are
current major issues for manufacturability, and antenna effect avoidance and double-via insertion are often
adopted for reliability enhancement. Those issues are
often tackled at the post-layout stage. Nevertheless,
with the fast-growing design complexity, it is desirable
to handle these issues earlier at the routing stage to
provide higher flexibility for the optimization. Consequently, we shall focus our discussions on routing for
these challenges.

A

A. OPC-Aware Routing
We shall first briefly introduce the manufacturing process. The process uses an optical lithography system
and goes through many cycles of processing, each of
which consists of two major steps: exposure followed
by etching.
Figure 1 illustrates a basic optical lithography system.
In the exposure step, it transfers the patterns on a mask
to the light-sensitive positive or negative photoresist
coated on the top of the wafer, which is performed by
an intense ultraviolet light emitted from the light source
via the apertures of the mask. Exposed by the light, the
positive photoresist becomes soluble to the photoresist
developer, while the negative photoresist becomes insoluble. This chemical change allows some of the photoresist to be removed by a special solution. In the etching
step, a chemical agent removes the uppermost layer of
the wafer in the areas that are not protected by photoresist to form the designed patterns on the wafer.
With the continuous shrinking of the minimum feature size, IC foundries have to use an optical lithography
system with a larger wavelength of light to print a feature
pattern with a much smaller size on a wafer, which is
called the sub-wavelength lithography gap (see Figure 2).
For the modern process technology, for example, we
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Figure 1. A typical optical lithography system.

might need to print a 45 nm feature pattern by using the
light of 193 nm wavelength. The sub-wavelength lithography gap might lead to unwanted large shape distortions
for the printed patterns on the wafer. Physically, when a
light with the wavelength l passes through an aperture
of the size d, the wavefronts of the light behave differently according to the relation between l and d. When
l is much smaller than the aperture size d on the mask,
the wavefronts of the light remain straight, as illustrated
in Figure 3(a). However, when l is close to or larger than
d, the light behaves like waves (instead of particles) and
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II. Routing for Manufacturability
For manufacturability, OPC and CMP are two most important concerns for modern chip designs. The former
adds or subtracts feature patterns to a mask to enhance
the layout resolution and thus the printability of the
mask patterns on the wafer, while the latter improves
layout uniformity and chip planarization to achieve
higher manufacturing yield.
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Figure 2. The sub-wavelength lithography gap: the printed feature size is smaller than the wavelength of the light
shining through the mask.
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Figure 3. When a light with the wavelength l passes
through an aperture of the size d, the wavefronts of the
light behave differently according to the relation between
l and d. (a) When l is much smaller than d, the wavefronts
remain straight. (b) When l is much larger than d, diffracted wavefronts might occur.
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Figure 4. The effects of OPC. (a) Without OPC, the printed
patterns on the wafer incur large distortions from the patterns on the mask. (b) With OPC enhancement, the printed
patterns could well match the original patterns.
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Figure 5. Three major types of pattern distortions (the
dashed lines represent the ideal pattern shapes). (a)
Corner rounding. (b) Line-end shortening. (c) Line-width
shrinking.
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diffraction occurs (see Figure 3(b)), making the pattern
on the wafer not exactly the same as that on the mask.
As a result, intensive use of costly resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) to improve the layout accuracy
becomes inevitable.
Many RETs are adopted at the post-layout stage to enhance the printability and thus the yield. The increasing
design complexity, however, leaves very limited space
for post-layout optimization. Therefore, it is desirable
to consider the manufacturability earlier in the design
flow, such as RET-aware routing.
Among the RETs, optical proximity correction (OPC) is
most popular in industry. OPC is the process of modifying the layout patterns on the mask (drawn by the designers) to compensate for the non-ideal properties of
the lithography process and thus to enhance the layout
printability. Figure 4 illustrates an example of OPC enhancement. Without OPC, the printed patterns on the
wafer would be distorted from the designed pattern on
the mask due to the sub-wavelength lithography. In contrast, if the patterns on the mask are enhanced by OPC,
the printed patterns on the wafer could well match the
original designed patterns.
However, OPC might incur a large number of extra
pattern features, implying larger memory requirements
and longer time to record and process these features,
and thus higher mask-making costs, such as mask synthesis, writing, and inspection verification. If a router
can consider the optical effects, the number of pattern
features on the final mask can greatly be reduced.
Chen and Chang proposed a rule-based OPC-aware
multilevel router to reduce the requirements for OPCpattern feature [1]. They handled the pattern distortions based on the three major types: corner rounding,
line-end shortening, and line-width shrinking, as illustrated in Figure 5(a) – (c). For each type of distortions,
the pattern features required for compensation are
identified based on some geometry rules; for example,
serifs are added at corners to make the angles sharper,
hammerheads are added at line ends to compensate
for line-end shortenings, and line biasings are added
along line sides to compensate for line-width shrinking
(see Figure 6).
The number of pattern features required for OPC is
then modeled as a cost for routing a connection. For example, as shown in Figure 6(a), four serifs are required
to add at the four corners to increase the fidelity of images for a line. Also, when the length of a line increases,
the ends of the line become shortened, as illustrated in
Figure 6(b); therefore, two hammerheads are required
to add at the line ends for a long line. Besides, a wider
line is easier to be affected by neighboring lines than
a narrower one, making the sides of a line shrink more
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seriously. Therefore, as shown in Figure 6(c), some line on other points on the wafer; therefore, the quasi-inverse
biasings in the line sides are required to be added for kernel function models the effect of the points on a wafer
a wide line. Therefore, the total number of additional on one point in the mask. In other words, the quasi-infeatures for a line can be modeled as a function of the verse kernel function captures the amplitude interaction
length and width of the line. With this function, we can and is used to propagate the amplitude demand from the
incorporate the OPC cost into the original routability routed patterns. Fifth, the OPC demand map is computed
and wirelength costs for a router to obtain a rule-based
OPC-aware routing methodology.
Chen, Liao, and Chang recently considered the OPC
effects during routing to alleviate the cost of post-layout OPC operations [2]. They developed an analytical
formula for the intensity computation by curve fitting
simulated intensity data, i.e., model-based OPC (which
involves complicated simulations of various process
effects), and a post-layout OPC modeling based on a
quasi-inverse lithography technique, and then incorporated the OPC costs into an OPC-friendly router.
As illustrated in Figure 7, the function of a wafer pat(a)
(b)
(c)
tern can be computed by the convolution of the function
Figure 6. Three major OPC compensation pattern feaof a mask pattern and the kernel function that models
tures. (a) Serif. (b) Hammerhead. (c) Line biasing.
the light wave. Therefore, the function of the mask pattern can be computed by the convolution of the function
of the wafer pattern and the inverse kernel function.
During the post-layout OPC process, an OPC tool is
used to add patterns to modify the original layout. The
Kernel Function
modified layout may not be unique and is typically hard
to predict. With the relationship among the kernel func+
tion, the mask pattern, and the wafer pattern in mind,
however, we can predict the required free spaces for
Mask Pattern
post-layout OPC patterns. Chen, Liao, and Chang proposed a quasi-inverse lithography technique to predict
the required free spaces for OPC processing.
Wafer Pattern
Figure 8 illustrates this technique for OPC demand
calculation. First, they use the fitted intensity formula to
(a)
(b)
obtain the original intensity map for a layout. Second, the
Figure 7. Relationship among the light wave, a mask
insufficient intensity map is computed by subtracting the
pattern, and a wafer pattern.
values in the target intensity map from the corresponding ones in the original intensity
map. Third, the insufficient amplitude map is computed by the
square root of the insufficient intensity. Note that insufficient amInverselike Kernel Function
plitude makes some design shapes
not able to be printed clearly in
Kernel
the final layout. So the insufficient
Function
amplitude map can quantify this
OPC
insufficient amplitude for a layout
Demand Map
to be printed clearly. Fourth, given
the light source and parameters,
Original
Insufficient
Insufficient
we can obtain its kernel function
Intensity Map
Intensity Map Amplitude Map
and then its inverse kernel funcFigure 8. Illustration of the quasi-inverse lithography technique for OPC demand
tion. The kernel function models
calculation.
the impact of a point on the mask
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by the convolution of the quasi-inverse kernel function
and the insufficient amplitude map. The OPC demand
map models the OPC cost for an OPC-aware routing. A
point with a larger OPC demand implies a higher probability for adding an OPC pattern at the point by a postlayout OPC tool. Therefore, we shall reserve those points
with larger OPC demands in the routing stage for postlayout OPC processing to prevent from a time-consuming
layout modification process. Finally, the OPC demand
cost is incorporated into an OPC-friendly router to find a
desired path with the minimum OPC cost.
Huang and Wong, Wu et al., and Mitra et al. also addressed OPC-aware routing [3], [4], [5]. All of these works
(and the work [1]) focused on OPC-aware routing based
on the interference between nets during routing and did
not consider the potential post-layout OPC change. Cho
et al. proposed a correct-by-construction OPC-aware
router [6]. Based on statistical characterization, they

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Damascene process. (a) Open trenches. (b) Electroplating (ECP) deposits Cu on the trenches. (c) Chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) removes Cu that overfills
the trenches.
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram of the CMP polisher.
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Figure 11. Layout-dependent thickness variations.
(a) Pre-CMP layout. (b) Post-CMP thickness variation.
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presented a post-OPC lithography cost metric by considering the interference among weak grids filled with
lithography-critical shapes such as corners, vias, and
line ends. This cost metric is then used to guide detailed
routing to find desired paths.
B. CMP-Aware Routing
In the modern metallization process, copper (Cu) has
replaced the traditional aluminum (Al) due to its better
properties, such as higher current-carrying capability,
lower resistance, and lower cost. However, the process
of copper is significantly different from that for traditional aluminum. The modern copper metallization process
applies the dual-Damascene process [7], which consists
of electroplating (ECP) followed by chemical-mechanical
polishing (CMP). The ECP deposits the copper on the
trenches, while the CMP removes the copper that overfills the trenches, as shown in Figure 9(a)–(c).
Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of the CMP process. Abrasive and corrosive chemical slurry that can dissolve the wafer layer is deposited on the surface of a polishing pad. Then, the polishing pad and the wafer are pressed
together by a dynamic, rotating polishing head. Combined
with both the chemical reaction and the mechanical force,
the CMP process can remove materials on the surface of
the wafer and tends to make the wafer planar.
Because of the difference in the hardness between
copper and dielectric materials, however, the CMP
planarizing process might generate topography irregularities, which might incur significant yield loss of copper interconnects. The studies of the CMP process have
indicated that the post-CMP dielectric thickness is highly
correlated to the layout pattern density, because during
the polishing step, the dielectric removal rates vary with
the pattern density. A non-uniform feature density distribution on each layer might cause CMP to over polish or
under polish, as illustrated in Figure 11.
These post-CMP thickness variations need to be carefully controlled, since the variation in one metal layer
could be progressively transferred to subsequent layers
during manufacturing, and finally the accumulative variation could be significant on the upper metal layers, which
is often called the multi-layer accumulative effect [8].
In order to improve the CMP quality, modern foundries often impose recommended layout density rules
(or even density gradient rules) on each layer and fill
dummy features into layouts to reduce the variations
on each layer. However, these filled dummy features
might incur unwanted effects at 65 nm and successive
technology nodes [9]. For example, they may induce
high coupling capacitances to nearby interconnects
and thus incur crosstalk problems. Moreover, dummy
fills also significantly increase the data volume of mask,
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lengthening the time of mask-making processes and
thus the mask cost. Especially, these filled features
would significantly increase the input data in the following time-consuming RETs, such as the OPC process.
Wire density greatly affects dummy feature filling. The
layout pattern (consisting of wires and dummy features)
density strongly depends on the wire density distribution,
as reported in [10]. Therefore, controlling wire density at
the routing stage can alleviate the problems induced by
aggressive dummy feature filling. Additionally, good wire
distribution can reduce the random particle short defects
and also benefit the post-layout redundant-via insertion
(see Section III-B), which can translate into yield gain.
The density uniformity in different routing stages for
CMP variation control has been addressed in the literature [10], [11], [12]. Cho et al. considered CMP variation
during global routing [10]. They empirically showed that
the number of inserted dummy features can be predicted
by the wire density and observed that a path with higher
pin density may not get much benefit from the wire density
optimization since there is little room for improvement (it
is destined to have high wire density from the beginning).
Therefore, they proposed a minimum pin-density globalrouting algorithm to reduce the maximum wire density.
Figure 12 illustrates the minimum pin-density globalrouting algorithm. A net from the source S to the target T to be routed is shown in Figure 12(a) with a pin

distribution. If only the L-shaped (1-bend) routing paths
are allowed, there are two possible paths, a and b, with
the same wirelength but different pin densities. Since the
existence of a pin implies at least one connection to other
pins, a path with higher pin density like b would tend to
have higher wire density eventually as shown in Figure
12(b), resulting in higher final wire densities. Therefore,
a path with the minimum pin density (like path a) leads
to better wire density distribution.
Chen et al. presented a full-chip two-pass, top-down
routing framework considering wire-distribution uniformity for density variation minimization [11]. See Figure 13
for an illustration. To fully consider wire distribution,
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T
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b

b

S

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Minimum pin-density global routing [10]. (a)
There are two possible 1-bend paths a and b from the
source S to the target T. (b) The path a with smaller pin
density is better than the path b.
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Figure 13. The new two-pass, top-down planarization-driven routing framework.
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the planarization-driven router consists of four major
stages: (1) Prerouting: Identify the potential density hot
spots based on the pin distribution and wire connection
to guide the following global routing, (2) Global routing: Apply prerouting-guided planarization-aware global
pattern routing for local nets and iteratively refine the
solution, (3) Layer/track assignment: Perform densitydriven layer/track assignment for long segments region
by region, and (4) Detailed routing: Use segment-tosegment detailed maze routing to route short segments
and reroute failed nets level by level. By handling longer
nets first, the routing density for CMP can be better optimized since the longer nets have higher density impact
than the shorter ones.

tunneling current will discharge through the thin oxide
and cause gate damage. On the other hand, if the collected charges can be released before exceeding the
threshold through a low impedance path, such as diffusion, the gate damage can be avoided.
For example, considering the routing in Figure 14(a),
the interconnects are manufactured in the order of poly,
metal 1, and metal 2. After manufacturing metal 1 (see
Figure 14(b)), the collected charges on the right metal 1
pattern may cause damage to the connected gate oxide.
The discharging path is constructed after manufacturing
metal 2 (see Figure 14(c)), and thus the charges can be
released through the connected diffusion on the left side.
There are three popular solutions to reduce the antenna effect [13]:
III. Routing for Reliability
1) Jumper insertion: Break only signal wires with
Manufacturing reliability and yield in VLSI designs
antenna violation and route to the highest level by
are becoming a crucial challenge as the feature sizes
jumper insertion. This reduces the charge amount
shrink into the nanometer scale. Both the antenna effect
for violated nets during manufacturing.
arising in the plasma process and the via-open defect
2) Embedded protection diode: Add protection diare important issues for achieving a higher reliability
odes on every input port for every standard cell.
and yield.
Since these diodes are embedded and fixed, they
consume unnecessary area when there is no violaA. Antenna-Avoidance Routing
tion at the connecting wire.
The antenna effect is caused by the charges collected
3) Diode inserting after placement and routing: Fix
on the floating interconnects which are connected to
those wires with antenna violations that have
only a gate oxide. During the metallization, long floatenough room for “under-the-wire” diode insering interconnects act as temporary capacitors and store
tion. During wafer manufacturing, all the inserted
charges gained from the energy provided by fabrication
diodes are floating (or ground). One diode can be
steps such as plasma etching and CMP. If the collected
used to protect all input ports that are connected
charges exceed a threshold, the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N)
to the same output ports. However, this approach
works only if there is enough
room for diode insertion.
Jumper insertion is a popular
way to solve the antenna problem.
Metal 2
To avoid/fix the antenna violation,
Metal 1
Polylayer
it is required that the total effective
Gate
conductor connecting to a gate be
less than or equal to a threshold,
Diffusion
(a)
Lmax. The threshold could be the
Discharge
Through the
wire length limit, the wire area
Damage
Diffusion
limit, the wire perimeter limit, the
the Gate
++++++++++
Collected
ratio of antenna strength (length,
Charges
+++++++ +++++++++++++
+++++++
++++++++++++++
++++
area, perimeter, etc.) to the gate
+++++++
++++++++++++++
++++++
+ + + + + + + + + + + ++
size, or any model of the strength
of antenna effect caused by conductors. As the example shown in
(b)
(c)
Figure 15, we have a two-terminal
net in which a is the source node
Figure 14. Illustration of the antenna effect. (a) A routing example. (b) Late stage
and b is the terminal node. In this
of metal-1 pattern etching of (a), where the collected charges on the right side of
the metal-1 pattern may cause damage to the connected gate oxide. (c) Late stage
case, the antenna charge weight of
of metal-2 pattern etching of (a), where all the collected charges can be released
b is the sum of the antenna charge
through the connected diffusion on the left side.
weight of segments 4, 5, and 6,
26
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which may violate Lmax. Note that once segment 3 is manufactured, a discharging path is established through segment 1 and the diffusion of the transistor a (see Figure
15(b)). If we add a jumper at the long segment 5 (see Figure 16), the antenna charge weight of b is just the sum of
the length of segments 8, 9, and 10, which will not violate
Lmax. Thus, if we add jumpers appropriately, the antenna
problem can easily be solved.
Antenna avoidance by jumper insertion has been
extensively studied in the literature (e.g., [14], [15],
[16], [17]). Ho, Chang, and Chen proposed multilevel
routing considering antenna effects by bottom-up jumper insertion [14]. The work inserts jumpers only beside
gate terminals, and its optimality of using the least jumpers to satisfy the antenna rule holds only for this special
condition of inserting jumpers right beside gate terminals. Wu, Hu, and Mahapatra extended the work [14] to
handle the problem [15]. To fix the antenna violation
of a gate terminal, the work first removes all subtrees
around the node that violate the antenna rules. After
all such subtrees are removed, if the sink still violates
the antenna rule, the work will continually remove the
heaviest branch from the sink until the antenna rules
are satisfied. This approach still cannot guarantee optimal solutions under some special cases.
Su and Chang formulated the general jumper insertion for antenna avoidance (applicable at the routing
stage) and/or fixing (applicable at the post-layout stage)
as a tree-cutting problem on a routing tree and presented the first optimal algorithm for the general treecutting problem [17]. As usual, a net is modelled as a
routing tree, where a node in the tree denotes a circuit
terminal/junction (a gate, diffusion, or a junction of interconnects) and an edge denotes the interconnection
between two circuit terminals or junctions. Since the
interconnection connecting to a diffusion terminal will
not cause any antenna violation, the algorithm focuses
on those connecting to gate terminals.
Let L 1 u 2 denote the sum of edge weight (could be
wirelength, wire area, wire perimeter limit, the ratio of
antenna strength, etc.) between the node u and all its
neighbors. The problem of jumper insertion on a routing
tree for antenna avoidance/fixing can be formulated as a
tree-cutting problem as follows [17]: Given a routing tree
T 5 1 V, E 2 and an upper bound Lmax, find the minimum
set C of cutting nodes, e 2 u for any c [ C and u [ V, so
that L 1 u 2 # Lmax, 4u [ V.
As the routing-tree example shown in Figure 17(a), u1
and u2 are two sink nodes, the number beside each edge
denotes the antenna charge weight, and Lmax is assumed
to be 10. For this case, three jumpers suffice to solve the
antenna violations; see the jumpers c1, c2, and c3 shown
in Figure 17(b).
THIRD QUARTER 2009
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Figure 15. (a) A two-pin net. (b) The cross section view.
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Figure 16. (a) A two-pin net with jumper insertion. (b) The
cross section view.
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Figure 17. (a) A routing tree with two sink nodes u1 and u2
(b) Three jumpers c1, c2, and c3 are inserted to satisfy the
antenna rule.
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Su and Chang showed that the aforementioned tree-cutting problem exhibits the properties of optimal substructures and greedy choices. With these properties, a greedy
algorithm suffices to find an optimal solution [18]. Based
on the theory, they presented an O 1 V 2 -time optimal jumper insertion algorithm that uses the minimum number of
jumpers to fix the antenna violations in a routing tree with
V vertices. The algorithm performs in a bottom-up manner
by dealing with leaf nodes first followed by sub-leaf nodes
of the tree. Here, a leaf node is a node with no children,
whereas a sub-leaf node is a node for which all its children
are leaf nodes, and if any of its children is a gate terminal,
the edges between it and its children all have weights Lmax.
For a leaf node which denotes a gate terminal (i.e., no
discharging path through this terminal), the edge connecting to this leaf node, with its weight exceeding Lmax,
a cutting node is assigned at the position that make the
edge weight equal to Lmax; otherwise, no cutting node
needs to be inserted.
For a sub-leaf node, if the total weight of the edges
between this node and its children is less than Lmax, the
total weight is added to this node and the processing
continues upward in the tree. On the other hand, if the
total weight is greater than Lmax, the edge weights between this node and its children are sorted into a non-

decreasing order, and a cutting node is added into each
edge with its partial sum (accumulated from the first
edge) greater than Lmax.
For the embedded protection diode, Huang et al.
solved the diode insertion and routing problem by a
minimum-cost network-flow based algorithm, called Diode Insertion and Routing by Min-Cost Flow (DIRMCF)
[19]. As shown in Figure 18, the antenna-violating wires,
the routing grids, and the feasible diode positions are
transformed into a flow network, and then the problem
is solved by the minimum-cost network-flow algorithm.
Both the positions of inserted diodes and the required
routing can be determined through the resulting flow.
Jiang and Chang then extended the minimum-cost
network-flow formulation to derive a polynomial-time
simultaneous diode/jumper insertion for antenna violation detection/fixing [20].
B. Redundant-Via Aware Routing
In the nanometer technology, via-open defects are one of
important failures. A via may fail due to various reasons
such as random defects, electromigration, cut misalignment, and/or thermal stress induced voiding effects.
The failure significantly reduces the manufacturing yield
and chip performance. To improve via reliability and

s
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Figure 18. An example of the DIRMCF algorithm. (a) The violating wires and the routing grids. (b) The transformed flow
network and the resulting flow after applying the minimum cost network-flow algorithm. (c) The inserted diodes and their
corresponding routing.
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yield, redundant-via insertion is a highly recommended
technique proposed by foundries. If a via fails, a redundant via can serve as a fault-tolerant substitute for the
failing one. As shown in Figure 19, a redundant via can
be inserted adjacently to each via to form a double-via
pair. Double vias typically lead to 10–100 smaller failure
rates than single vias.
Below gives some terminologies about vias. For a via,
a redundant-via candidate is its adjacent position where
a redundant via can be inserted. For the example shown
in Figure 20, via v1 has one redundant-via candidate on
its left side, and via v3 has three candidates around it.
According to the number of redundant-via candidates,
vias can be classified as dead, alive, or critical vias. If
a via has at least one redundant-via candidate, it is an
alive via; otherwise it is called a dead via. Note that if
an alive via has exactly one redundant-via candidate, it
is also called a critical via. As shown in Figure 20, both
vias v1 and v3 are alive vias, v2 is a dead via, and v1 is also
a critical via.
Traditionally, redundant-via insertion is performed
at the post-layout stage, which can be formulated as
a maximum independent set (MIS) problem [21] or 0-1
integer linear programming (ILP) [22], or maximum bipartite matching [23], [24]. However, it is reported that
if the router can minimize the number of dead and critical vias, the post-layout double-via insertion rate can
be significantly improved. The reason is that the dead
vias cannot be paired with redundant vias, and critical
vias may not be paired due to the competition with other vias. For a routing instance from the source S to the
target T shown in Figure 21(a), an inferior routing path
as shown in Figure 21(b) would make via v a dead via
and cannot be paired with any redundant vias. In con-

v

T

trast, for the better routing result as shown in Figure
21(c), via v still remains alive for double-via insertion.
Therefore, it is desirable to consider the redundant-via
insertion at the routing stage to facilitate and preserve
more flexibility for the post-layout double via insertion,
as pointed out by [25].

Metal 1
Metal 2
Via
Redundant Via

Figure 19. Double-via insertion. Each via is paired with a
redundant via to form a double-via pair.

v1

Metal 1
Metal 2
Via
Redundant-Via
Candidate

v2

v3

Critical Via

Alive Vias

Dead Via

Figure 20. Illustration of redundant-via candidates, dead
vias, alive vias, and critical vias. Vias v1, v2 and v3 have one,
zero, three redundant-via candidates, respectively. Both
v1 and v3 are alive vias, v2 is a dead via, and v1 is also called
a critical via.

T

T

S

S

S
Dead Via

(a)

Alive Via

(b)

(c)

Figure 21. Redundant-via aware routing benefits the post-layout double-via insertion. (a) A detailed-routing instance for a
2-pin connection from the source S to the target T. (b) If an inferior routing path is selected, via v would become a dead via
and cannot be paired. (c) For a better routing path, via v would remain alive for double-via insertion.
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IV. Conclusions
Routing is one of the most fundamental
steps in the physical design flow and is
a very complex optimization problem. In
this article, we have addressed routing
for some important nanometer effects, including manufacturability and reliability.
As the technology nodes keep shrinking,
all these effects should be considered in
the earlier design stages. Considering the
trade-off between optimization flexibility
and layout-information availability, routing appears to be the best stage to handle
these effects. It would be necessary to
develop new data structures, algorithms,
frameworks, and/or methodology for the
next-generation routers to handle the severe challenges yet to come.
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